Partnership Announcement:

For immediate release: September X, 2019

Today Envision Learning Partners (ELP) is excited to announce our strategic partnership with Amplified Labs.

ELP is dedicated to helping schools and districts empower students by rebalancing assessment systems. When young people are challenged by work that is rigorous and real-world, and when they are given opportunities to revise and reflect along the way, then they are liberated to realize their potential.

Each year, ELP works with schools, districts, and states to help them in their journey to deploying High Quality Performance Assessment Systems. We are often asked by our partners what digital student portfolio systems can we recommend. Based on our work in districts that have adopted the platform, we believe Amplified IT’s Backpack for Google Drive is a promising system for students to curate, reflect upon, and showcase digital learning artifacts against a district-defined skills framework.

Learn more about Amplified Labs and Envision Learning Partners, and contact aragon@envisionlearning.org or andrewstillman@amplifiedit.com if you have more questions about the partnership.